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Italian Trade Agency 

ITA - Italian Trade Agency 

ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY
Via Liszt 21
00144 Roma (RM)

 0044 (0)20 7292 3910
 londra@ice.it

 www.ice.it

ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the Governmental agency that supports the business 
development of our companies abroad and promotes the attraction of foreign 
investment in Italy.

With a motivated and modern organization and a widespread network of overseas 
offices, ITA provides information, assistance, consulting, promotion and training 
to Italian small and medium-sized businesses. Using the most modern multi-
channel promotion and communication tools, it acts to assert the excellence of 
Made in Italy in the world.
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“BONGIORNO”
Because I wanted to introduce everyone, but not just anyone, to La Famiglia Bongiorno, 
The Pure Italian Taste, we began our search. Vincenzo left for Napoli! Most people would 
have thought I was crazy. But no, not a Bongiorno. We went looking for the best lemons 
on the market. And we used them to make a Limoncello that is still a treat for everyone.

Of course Vincenzo went looking. Arriving by plane in Palermo, 20 degrees in the sun... 
he set foot on the ground and felt he had to find something that honoured Sicily and 
his father, Giuseppe Bongiorno, who once came from Sicily to Belgium with just a box, 
trying to find a better life for his family. The Don Pepé was born.

With our products, we bring you, Sicily and the Sicilian party. We admit, it wasn’t always 
easy! But for now we say... Salute!

PRODUCTS PRESENTED:

Limoncello 28° 70cl

SamNera 28° 70cl (black liquorice, Sicilian lemon zest and star anise)

Don Pepé 28° 70cl (prepared from the peels of Sicilian blood oranges and enriched  
with a number of completely natural ingredients)

Sambuca 38° 70cl

Fragoline di bosco 25° 70cl

Aperitivo Spritz 11° 1L (An infusion of tasty bitter oranges with a top-quality blend of herbs)

Andrea De Cinque and his son Alessandro founded their liqueur factory in October 2015 
in Bologna: the passion of both for the world of beverages and Andrea’s thirty years of 
experience in this sector are the key to creating a series of high quality artisan liqueurs.

In the following years the company grew and decided to renew itself, modernising 
bottles and labels with a unique identity.

Our products are unpredictable: liqueurs born from ancient recipes of over a century, 
modern liqueurs but full of feelings for their origins, and also liqueurs resulting from 
unexpected but brilliant mistakes.

Today Bad Spirits boasts unique products on the market and it has never given up on 
giving importance to quality and making it its strong point, using only grain alcohol, 
specifically wheat and rye, and all totally natural and allergen-free aromas.

PRODUCTS PRESENTED:

Ferdinando De Cinque Gin

Bad Gin

Amaro 1904

Sambuca Sbagliata

BAD SPIRITS
 Via Del Maccabreccia 17/A

 San Vitale Grande
 40012 Calderara Di Reno (BO)

 +39 3298 841356
 info@badspirits.it
 export@badspirits.it
 www.badspirits.it

Contact: Luigi Mazzilli/Alessandro De Cinque STAND C90/M

BONGIORNO
 Via Molina 25

 37060 Sona (VR)
 +39 045 515155
 info@bongiorno.eu
 www.bongiorno.eu

Contact: Federico Marcato STAND C90/J
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The story of Distilleria Deta began in 1926, when the marquis Torrigiani family of Santa 
Cristina founded a small distillery in Barberino Val d’Elsa among the hills of Chianti in 
the heart of Tuscany between the Florence and Siena districts.Over the course of nearly 
a century of life, the distillery has known a profound development, becoming point 
of reference all Tuscan wineries. In July 2017 the acquisition by Distillerie Mazzari, 
world leader firm in natural tartaric acid production and prestigious reality at European 
level in the alcohol distillation, gave a great new rush to Deta growth. The distillery is 
located in the beautiful hills of Chianti where the best known Italian wines are produced: 
Chianti to the east, Brunello di Montalcino to the south, Vernaccia di San Gimignano 
to the west. From the excellence of these fine wines follows the activity of Deta: the 
distillation of viticultural products (wine and vinification by-products) for grappa and 
brandy production branded both with “Deta” and other brands from wineries that wish 
to complete their own product range. We operate respecting the environment and 
community is the main priority for Deta. The company is equipped with a biomass 
boiler feeded with dried grape skins from downstream of the distillation process and 
with an anaerobic biodigestion plant to treat the waste water from which it is produced 
biological gas (biogas) used for energy production. The obtained energy, defined “from 
renewable source”, is more than necessary to give energy.

Since 1779, we have been producing high quality grappa and liqueur with respect for 
both our bicentenary tradition and the continuous evolution of the art of distillation. 
We are the choice of quality for the consumer before and after meals, that convivial 
moments, part of the Italian tradition. We are the first Italian distillery.

PRODUCTS PRESENTED:

Grappa Bianca Nardini

Grappa Riserva Nardini

Grappe Selezione Bortolo Nardini

Acqua di Cedro

Amaro Nardini

Bitter Aperitivo Nardini

Bitter Chinato Nardini

Mandorla Nardini

Rabarbaro Nardini

Tagliatella Nardini

Mezzoemezzo Nardini

DISTILLERIA DETA
 Strada Di Poneta, 2/16

 50028 Barberino Tavarnelle (FI)
 +39 055 8073173
 info@detadistilleria.it 
 www.detadistilleria.it/en/ 

Contact: Francesco Montalbano

DISTILLERIA NARDINI S.p.A.
 Via Madonna Di Monte Berico 7

 36061 Bassano Del Grappa (VC)
 +39 0424 227741
 ecommerce@nardini.it 
 www.nardini.it 

Contact: Barbara SchwoeglerSTAND C90/H STAND C90/F

PRODUCTS PRESENTED:
Gin Giusto
Antico Amaro Delle Terme 
Grappa Brunello Di Montalcino

Grappa Brunello Di Montalcino Riserva
Brandy Quattrino
Limoncello
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Fox Bar Italia from the first day offers the most innovative solutions in the nut & snack 
market to turn 24 hours into a business opportunity. Since 1989 the company has 
been providing its customers with HORECA-RETAIL orders and weekly deliveries, just 
in logistic time. Today Fox Bar Italia products are widespread in the most prestigious 
sales points and the company is recognized as an ambassador of Italian aperitif in the 
world. We work with thoroughly selected raw ingredients and operate strict production 
controls in order to guarantee and preserve the integrity of each natural product.

PRODUCTS PRESENTED:

Vintage potatoes (sea salt; rosemary gourmet; balsamic vinegar and sea salt; sour 
cream and onions)

Hand cooked vegan chips (sweet chilli; truffle and salt; black pepper and sea salt; mix 
of carrots, parsnips and beetroot)

Tortilla chips

Fratelli Francoli Distillerie crafts exceptional Grappas and premium liqueurs in Alto 
Piemonte, Italy.

We are a family-led company, distillers of “Grappa del Piemonte” and creators of 
innovative liqueurs. Our production method is infinitely sustainable: we have been 
applying the principles of circular economy since the 70s and we have been pioneers 
in reducing and compensating our carbon footprint with the certified programme Zero 
Impact® by Lifegate since 2006. We produce the first and only Sustainable Grappa, La 
Visione di Luigi. It is the result of our passion for distillation, love for people and care for 
the environment, the founding values of Fratelli Francoli Distillerie.

We craft exceptional liqueurs inspired by the Nature around us: Fiorente, the leading 
brand of elderflower liqueur; Opal Nera, the iconic fusion of elderberries, sambuca and 
black spices; Santa Marta, the range of natural, time-tested recipes of Italian liqueurs 
like Limoncello, Caffè Espresso or Amaretto.

PRODUCTS PRESENTED:

La Visione di Luigi Grappa

La Visione di Luigi Grappa Riserva

Fiorente Elderflower Liqueur

Opal Nera

Fratello Hazelnut Liqueur

Santa Marta Limoncello

Santa Marta Caffè Espresso

Fox Nut&Snack  #facciamo aperitivo
 Zona Ind.Le Piano Di Sacco, 9

 65013 Citta’ Sant’Angelo (PE)
 +39 085 950861
 a.pavone@foxitalia.com 
 www.foxitalia.com 

Contact: Antonio Pavone

FRATELLI FRANCOLI DISTILLERIE
 Via Romagnano 20

 28074 Ghemme (NO)
 +39 0163 844711
 info@francoli.it 
 www.francoli.it

Contact: Aurelie LopezSTAND C90/B STAND C90/I
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Lucano 1894 is one of the leading Italian liqueur manufacturers .

Founded in 1894 by Pasquale Vena and best known for its historic Amaro that is 
produced in Pisticci (Matera) according to an ancient recipe that has been handed 
down from generation to generation which is now in the hands of the fourth generation 
of the same family .

In addition to Amaro Lucano their product range includes other typical Italian Liqueur 
labels such as Limoncetta ,P.G.I. Limoncello and the Anniversario and F.lli Vena ranges.

Products presented:

Amaro Lucano Classico

Amaro Lucano Anniversario

Amaro Lucano Zero (Analcolico)

Limoncetta Limoncello IGP

Cordial Caffe’ Anniversario

Mancino Vermouth is a range of italian superior quality artisanal vermouth made from 
a selection of about forty herbs and spices combined with the finest Italian wines. Our 
vermouth line is marketed mainly abroad while production is entirely in Italy. 40 hand 
selected botanicals from around the world are delivered to our facility in Piedmont and 
ready to be crushed and extracted. Every botanical is crushed in our old mill dated 
1930. After being crushed the ingredients are extracted in a hydroalcoholic solution. 
The extraction process takes up to 30 days for each botanical. The extracts are blended 
together with the finest Italian wines and, after the filtration, the liquid rests for 6 months. 
At this point we are ready to ship Mancino Vermouth around the globe.

PRODUCTS PRESENTED:

Mancino Vermouth Secco

Mancino Vermouth Bianco Ambrato 

Mancino Vermouth Rosso Amaranto

Mancino Vermouth Vecchio

Mancino Vermouth Chinato 

Mancino Vermouth Kopi

Mancino Vermouth Sakura

LUCANO 1984 S.R.L.
 Viale Cav. Pasquale Vena, s.n.

 75015 Pisticci (MT)
 +39 0272 49071
 info@lucano1894.it 
 www.amarolucano.it

Contact: Stefano Caporale

MANCINO VERMOUTH S.R.L.
 Via Carlo De Angeli 3

 20141 Milano (MI)
 +39 0272 49071
 stefano.caporale@lucano1894.it 
 www.mancinovermouth.com 

Contact: Stefano CaporaleSTAND C90/D STAND C90/E
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Natural, authentic, pleasurable and sophisticated: MeMento is the first Non-Alcoholic 
Mediterranean Distillate born in Italy dedicated to Mixology, able to gift consumers with 
the same complex and qualitative experience of regular drinking. Made from organic 
ingredients, with no alcohol, no sugar and gluten free. MeMento is an elegant vegan 
certified brand promoting healthy lifestyle, mindful choices and respect for nature. 

PRODUCTS PRESENTED:

MeMento

MeMento Green

MeMento Blue

It was the early 1950s when Silvio Carta founded the eponymous company in 
Baratili San Pietro, immediately devoting himself to the most traditional of the local 
wine productions: Vernaccia di Oristano. An amber gold that embodies nobility and 
generosity, which immediately charms and conquers the palate.

The skilful vinification, the long resting in a barrel and the careful and loving care 
by the Maison Silvio Carta have made this incredible wine an authentic glory of  
Sardinian oenology.

Seventy years have passed since then, but Vernaccia still remains a family matter. 
But now there is more. After more than half a century, Silvio, together with his son 
Elio – the latter at the head since 1973 – still devote themselves to the production 
of the greater Vernaccia di Oristano DOC. However, thanks to a careful look towards 
innovation and the loving care of very deep passions, today the Silvio Carta company 
is also synonymous with Mirto ‘riserva’, London Dry Gin, Vermouth and other typical 
spirits distributed all over the world as precious examples of an ancient and luxuriant 
land: today, the world smells of juniper, myrtle and citrus fruits from Sardinia, thanks to 
the excellence of Silvio Carta.

MeMento
 Via L. Muratori 46/9

 20135 Milano (MI)
 +39 3477 766052
 info@mementodrink.com 
 www.mementodrink.com 

Contact: Eugenio Muraro

SILVIO CARTA SRL
 S.P. 12Km. 7,800

 09070 Zeddiani (OR)
 +39 0783 410314
 info@silviocarta.it 
 www.silviocarta.it 

Contact: Alberto MasonSTAND C90/G STAND C90/A

PRODUCTS PRESENTED:
Mirto Rosso Ricetta Storica
Limonello Ricetta Originale
Liqu Liquore Di Liquirizia
Sard Orange
Amaro Bomba Carta - Amaro Bomba Carta Caffe’
Amaro Estremista 3°
Vermouth Rosso Silvio Carta - Vermouth Servito
Aspide Aperitivo Spritz

Bitteroma Rosso - Bitteroma Bianco
Grappa Di Vernaccia Invecchiata
Grifu Gin
Grifu Limu’ Gin
Pigskin Gin - Pigskin Pink Gin
Boigin Gin - Boigin Saffron Gin
Giniu Gin
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We are an Italian company specialized in traditional italian craft spirits. 

Amaro delle Dolomiti made from 30 different botanical herbs such as: mountain pine, 
rosemary, chamomile, bitter orange, arnica, and so on. It appears with a wide boquet of 
balsamic notes and white pepper. 

Vermouth made from 27 botanical herbs such as chinotto, cherry, nutmeg, licorice and 
so on. Intense amber colour, bouquet of orange aromas and sweet spices. 

We will present a new product during IMBIBE Live 2023, a red bitter.

PRODUCTS PRESENTED:

“N.A.V. Not Another Vermut” Red Vermouth

“N.A.V. Not Another Vermut” Vermouth Dry

Amaro “Spirito delle Dolomiti”

“Murtago” Red Bitter

Why?
We are curious and passionate entrepreneurs, combining tradition with design  
and innovation, to bring italian distillery and uncompromising taste to the world.

How?
Giving new life to nearly forgotten ideas, making it real with local ingredients, and paying 
maniacal attention to every single production detail. placing this idea on today’s market 
through prestigious collaborations and exclusive events, always keeping at the centre 
the most important thing, namely our magical products.

What?
Think out of the box, explore and experiment (also dare sometimes) to produce spirits 
with unique taste and disruptive design, aimed at responding today to future consumer 
experience needs.

PRODUCTS PRESENTED:

Labaro Amaro Viola

Magnifica - Crema di Amaro 

Spirito Libero - Amaro Analcolico

APPARG Unaged (grappa Bianca)

APPARG Aged (grappa riserva)

SPIRITI ARTIGIANI
 C.SO Vittorio Emanuele II, 9

 31015 Conegliano (TV)
 +39 045 8325352
 luca.dandrea@itcwine.com 
 www.itcwine.com 

Contact: Luca D’Andrea

SPIRITO FIORENTINO
 Via Primo Settembre 80

 50019 Sesto Fiorentino (FI)
 +39 3287 363354
 info@labaroamaroviola.com 
 www.labaroamaroviola.com 

Contact: Ken NarangodaSTAND C90/K STAND C90/C
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The allure of the villages, the magic of the landscapes, and the enchanting Italian cities: 
Sprissetto is a journey guided by emotions, unveiling places, traditional recipes, and 
ancient legends. Our selection is crafted with the aim of rediscovering the authentic 
flavors of high-quality aperitifs, following the longstanding liqueur-making tradition of 
our land.

The perfect synergy between the ingredients is what enables Sprissetto to create 
prestigious liqueurs, carrying forward the wisdom of past masters while simultaneously 
embarking on new experimental paths. The quality of our products is not happenstance; 
it is the outcome of a continuous, tireless, and meticulous quest for the finest raw 
materials available in the market.

PRODUCTS PRESENTED:

Sprissetto Classico | ABV: 11% | Bottle: 1 L | Type: Aperitif

Sprissetto Venezia | ABV: 17% | Bottle: 1 L | Type: Liqueur

Sprissetto Bitter | ABV: 22% | Bottle: 1 L | Type: Liqueur

Sprissetto Sud | ABV: 15% | Bottle: 1 L | Type: Liqueur

Sprissetto Eden | ABV: 15% | Bottle: 1 L | Type: Liqueur

Strega Alberti Benevento SpA is a company located in Campania, in the south of Italy, 
specialized in liquor and candy production since 1860. Strega is the producer of the 
famous Liquore Strega, literally “Witch Liqueur”. Its recipe is a closely guarded secret 
that has been passed down for six generations. Made by distilling and blending a 
variety of botanicals (including cinnamon, juniper, star anise and cardamom), it owes 
its unique golden color to precious saffron. To fully develop its aroma, Strega is allowed 
to mature at length in oak vats. In addition to Strega Liqueur, Strega is specialized in the 
production of the most famous Italian liqueurs such as Limoncello, Sambuca, Aperitivo, 
Bitter, Amaretto.

PRODUCTS PRESENTED:

Liquore Strega

Limoncello Liqueur

Sambuca Liqueur

Amaretto Liqueur

Strega Cream

Aperitivo 900

Bitter Rosso 900

Bitter Giallo 900

SPRISSETTO
 Via Alfieri 18

 10121 Torino (TO)
 +39 3334 434082
 info@sprissetto.com
 www.sprissetto.com

Contact: Marco Lo Greco

STREGA
 Piazza V. Colonna, 8

 82100 Benevento (BN)
 +39082454292
 export@strega.it 
 www.strega.it

Contact: Daniele TacconeSTAND C90/L STAND C90/N
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LONDON
Sackville House, 40 Piccadilly
London W1J 0DR, UK
E-mail: londra@ice.it
T +44 (0)20 7292 3910
www.ice.it

@ITALondon_ 

@italondon_ 

@ITALondon 

@ITA London Italian Trade Agency 


